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'lntroduction:

This thesis was a journey through which I discovered much about the art of
performing. In this thesis, I compiled my journals and interview notes to reflect on
my performance experience in Scott Heinzerling's ballet piece entitled After You in
the Loyola Marymount University Dance Department Faculty Concert in the winter
of 2011. I also researched about and wrote an essay on methods that promote the
longevity of a dancer's career, as well as ways to stay healthy during performances.
Additionally included are studies and reflections based on my past classes at LMU as
well as investigations of options after graduation.

'"Thirty years ago my o(der Grotlier, who was ten years o(d at the time, was trying to
get a report on Girds written that he'd had three months to write. 'lt was due the next
day. We were out at ourfamily caGin in 'Bofinas, and lie was at the kitchen taGfe dose
to tears, surrounded Gy Ginder yayer and yencifs and unapened Gooks on Girds,
immoGifized Gy the hugeness of the task alieaa. 'Then my father sat down Geside him,
yut his arm around my Grotlier's sliou(der, and said, ''Bird Gy Gira, Guddy. Just take it
Gird Gy Gira.'" - 'Anne Lamott

)

Aesthetic Statement

Dance seems to be a never-ending expansion of creativity as more and more
aesthetics and styles of dance emerge. Growing up, I was only familiar with ballet,
tap, and jazz, but over the fours years I have spent in the LMU dance department my
view has broadened quite a bit. I have viewed and experienced a wide variety of
modern and contemporary dance genres, and I feel that my ideal aesthetic in dance
has evolved.
Until high school, the number one priority to me in regards to a dance
aesthetic was technique. I felt that before anything else, a dancer needed to train
with close attention to technique. I was trained in this way in my dance studios, and
for me personally, I am glad that I received this style of training because it helped
me build a strong base for my dancing. I still feel that correct technique prevents
injuries and allows the dancers to be more perceptive to their body functions,
making them more versatile dancers. Being aware of the mechanics of the
movements and how to control these mechanics allows the dancer to make more
intricate movement choices. I also feel that, in styles of dance such as ballet, there is
a history and legacy to stay true to, and the blueprint for this lies in the technique.
To me, learning exactly how to do something in ballet made me feel like I was part of
this legacy; this was knowledge that had been passed down for generations through
ballerinas throughout history. I liked the clarity that the technique based goals that I
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gave myself allowed me to have. I knew exactly what I was aiming for, and what I

i

needed to do to get there.
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One challenge of training in this way, however, is that I found it difficult to
work with more abstract concepts. The concept of artistry, for example, varies from
person to person and there is no single correct way to embody it. When I first
started at LMU, it was hard for me to become fully emotionally invested in a
combination because playing with movement qualities and timing meant I could not
hold on to technique quite so much. I knew how to point my foot or hold my center
in a leg extension because I knew how to control my physical movements and
achieve the lines that the teacher was giving. The process was linear: I could see the
shape or pathway I needed to execute, and as long as it was a familiar shape or
pathway, I knew which muscles to engage to achieve it. However, when it came to
adding my own story to the movement, I had some trouble. There is no clear right or
wrong answer for this, and often dancing with your emotions involves letting go
rather than trying to hold on and control things. Also, since there is no single correct
answer, each teacher has their own preferences and expectations. Working with
something like this that was so ambiguous was a challenge for me. I knew that a
good arabesque should have a straight standing leg, a lifted torso, and a high,
extended back leg. However, when it came to movements that were more abstract
or unfamiliar, or movements that were based more in emotion, I was unsure what

!I

exactly I should be aiming for.

II

Through the years, by watching my peers, I was able to understand the
balance of artistry and technique a lot more. Where I used to think that the "tricks"
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in a dance were the most important part, I now truly feel the importance of giving
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life and breath to a dance. I am still impressed by a dancer with impeccable
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technique, but I find that often I am more impressed with a dancer who may not
have that kind of technique but a clear passion instead. When a dancer is dancing
with such passion, sometimes I do not even notice what they lack in their technique.
I come away with a feeling, rather than snapshots of shapes that I saw.
At the end of my senior year, I feel that I am much more open to different
approaches and aesthetics of dance. To me, my ideal aesthetic is that which balances
technique and artistry, where the dancer's passion is emanating out of them. The
technique should be clean because it is the basis for the language of dance, but I am
most touched by a performance when the feeling that the dancer is presenting is so
vivid that it is almost tangible. When I saw Cirque Du Soleil's show Varekai when I
was in high school, I was deeply inspired by a solo aerialist named Anton
Chelnokov's performance near the beginning of the show. He excelled in both
technique and artistry, and I was completely captivated by his performance. He was
executing daring tricks within a net suspended in the air, and especially because
there were no safety nets below him, it was crucial that his technique was strong so
that he would not fall. In addition to this technique, he was breathing so much life
into his character and I stopped noticing things such as the audience around me, or
the equipment on the stage. He embodied the music to the point that he himself, the
choreography, and the music no longer seemed like separate entities but rather one
idea, or one energy. Even to this day, years later, I think of this performance when I
think of my ideal dance aesthetic.
This kind of deep integration of music, performer, and choreography is
something that makes a performance memorable and influential to me. I think that
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making this happen takes more than just practice in the sense of running a piece
over and over again, but an emotional investment as well. Taking great care in the
movements may not be something the audience can pinpoint in a single movement,
but it is very apparent in the quality of the dance of the performer. In my To Dance
Is Human class, we had a guest speaker who said that in certain traditions, each step
that you take when you dance awakens spirits. Therefore, when one dances in this
way, great care and love is put into each movement because each step is so
meaningful. I felt that this was a very interesting idea to consider when I dance. If I
put that much care into each detail and each movement, the dance becomes a part of
me instead of simply something that I am doing. Each movement has the potential to
tell part of the story or share an emotion.
I think it is important for the performer to have a story behind the dance that
they are dancing, or an emotional landscape for the movements that they are
making. If the performer has a reason for moving and attaches value to what they
are doing, truly caring about each movement, the audience can see this and they will
also put a story behind the dance as well. Often, when a person sees a certain dance
for the first time, they will not remember each detail and each emotional shift.
However, they will remember how the dance made them feel, and the memories and
thoughts that it stirred in them. We often perceive things to be as valuable as they
are presented to be. The more value the performer gives the dance and the message,
the more value the audience will feel for the dance and message. When the
performer puts care and love into the movement and breathes with the music
instead of ignoring the music, the dance becomes so much more powerful.

6

I have experienced through several dance classes and performances the
power of dance, and how it can be so much more than physical movement. There is
a quote by Buddha that I came across that I feel illustrates this point: "We are what
we think. All that.we are arises with our thoughts. With our thoughts, we make the
world". We have the power to give value and take value away. We have the power
to give love and also to hold back love. In a truly inspiring performance, I feel that
the audience can feel the value, love, and dedication of the performers, and this is
what makes the performance so much more powerful. I also think that the value,
love, and dedication of a performer goes beyond that single performance, but also in
their preparation for the performance. The technique they have developed and the
story they have put behind the piece also play important roles in making the
performance what it is. Each small detail, even though on its own may seem
insignificant, adds up to create a performance.
In dance, there is so much that goes into making a piece beautiful and
transformative. When I see a performance that has been created with great care and
attention to detail, I am more likely to feel captivated and I am more likely to take
away a greater message. When I see a dancer's dedication through their carefully
developed technique and their investment in the dance, I feel inspired and I feel a
sense of joy to have witnessed them perform. I feel that dance is powerful, and when
performers put their hearts into achieving the highest potential that they can, words
cannot describe the effects that it has on the audience and the dancers.

7

Introductory Material

The Dance That I Arn In: Scott Heinzerling's piece entitled After You to Felix
Mendelssohn's Songs Without Words

The Choreographer: Scott Heinzerling

The Choreographer's Biography And Aesthetic:

The choreographer that I worked with for this thesis was Scott Heintzerling.
Scott's professional dance career includes thirteen and a half years with the Ohio Ballet,
and also with the Dennis Wayne Dancers company in New York. While with the Ohio
Ballet, Scott toured not only in the US but also in Europe and South America as well.
An influential figure in Scott's training and career was Heintz Poll, artistic
director and choreographer for the Ohio Ballet. Scott states that his aesthetic was
established here through his training with Poll. Aspects such as purity of technique and
musicality were elements that Poll emphasized, and Scott tries to highlight these elements
as well in his classes that he teaches. When coaching dancers to perform his
choreography, Scott integrates performance presence as Poll also had. Being alive in the
moment, finding an artistic voice, absolute engagement, and always questioning and
searching for answers are important points that Scott goes over with his dancers. Poll
often worked with classical music when setting choreography, and for his piece in this
year's concert Scott also chose to select a classical selection by Felix Mendelssohn. Poll

was also known to experiment with classical ballet. He would play with different
composers, themes, and ideas as well as different variations of classical ballet movement.
Scott recalls that Poll would encourage the dancers to promote their inner well being by
growing together as a family, and their physical well being by dancing with clean
technique, which he believed were fundamental to a long dance career. Scott also works
to channel this in his rehearsals, promoting a healthy atmosphere for the dancers.
During his career, Scott was known as a "dancer's dancer" because he was a
technician who paid close attention to detail. This integral knowledge of technique helped
him with such projects as choreographing for untrained dancers early in his LMU career,
because he was able to match technique to the drive and soul that the dancers had. As a
technician, Scott's works have often been about a theme portrayed through the dancers'
technique, rather than a narrative that focuses on telling a story.

The Intention Of The Dance:
Scott's inspiration for this piece was his mother, who, throughout the years, has
faced many hardships with her health. This piece depicts the passing in and out of
important people in our lives. The people who inspire us, change us, or nurture us may
not be there in our lives forever. When they leave, we do not have to dwell in sadness;
rather, we can recall the good, warm memories from when they were with us. The
different melodies and moods of each of the four sections reflect the different emotions or
memories that we associate with those people. Scott choreographed the piece with his

1

mother in mind, but he allowed us dancers to put our own stories to the piece to make it
personal to us.

The Structure Of The Dance:
This piece consisted of five female dancers dancing as an ensemble, with
highlighting solos throughout. The lighting was slightly shadowed to be reminiscent of a
forest, and the colors were earthy and neutral. The costumes consisted of earth toned
leotards long tulle skirts, and ballet shoes. The piece consisted of four parts: an opening,
an adagio, an allegro, and a finale. All together, the piece spanned almost twelve minutes.
The musical selection by Mendelssohn features a solo piano.

My Role In The Dance:
All five dancers in this piece danced as an ensemble, and we each also had a
highlighting solo or duet section.
I felt that I was able to contribute clean ballet technique to the piece. I have been
trained in ballet for many years, and I was able to use my knowledge of ballet technique
and my attention to detail when performing. Another strength was my musicality, not
only in the timing but also in the quality of the music that I reflected in my movements.
Some challenges I felt technically were consistency and stamina. The piece was around
eleven minutes long, and it was challenging to execute all of the movements consistently
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and cleanly all the way until the end. In a strenuous piece it is vital to breathe deeply, but
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in the ballet posture a dancer cannot show that they are breathing heavily. In this piece, I
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had to balance the aerobic nature of the piece with the calm elegance needed in classical
ballet.
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September I 2'h

Today was the first day of rehearsals. We started by listening to the mnsic and
discussing the themes and story behind the piece. There are five of us, and the piece is set
with classical ballet movement vocabulary.
The story behind the piece is moving and I look forward to seeing how it will be
translated through the movement. The idea centers around people who are in and out of
our lives, and also people who are in our lives and then are lost. The dance is not about
the tragedy oflosing people, but about the bittersweet feeling that comes when we think
about them. When we think about them we may question why they were taken away or
we might feel angry or sad, but we are also filled with the happy memories of when they
were here with us.
For the movement, we began setting sequences and playing with the idea of the
single person and the group. The first singular voice to be expressed is Kendra, and the
rest of us represent the group voice. The echo effect that is created is working well.

September 19th

Entering the second day of rehearsals, I was thinking about the story behind the
piece and how to personalize it more. I thought it was an interesting approach to pair the
melancholy music with peaceful, happy memories. I started thinking about just how
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many people pass through our lives, and how they all contribute to our lives in a small or
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large way. As we ran the choreography that we had and I became more comfortable with
the movement sequences, I tried to think about this story behind the movement a little
more.
We continued piecing the movement together as though it is a puzzle. It was
interesting to see one movement idea expand by playing with the timing and formations.
With the call and response effect with Kendra and the rest of us, working in cannon, and
switching around the movement phrases, we made some good progress with expanding
the piece.

September 26th

Today we continued building on the choreography. The movement often changes
in pace with sustained moments as well, so I tried to think about what it really means to
move in these different paces. For the sustained moments I tried to keep a lingering sense,
and keep breath within my upper body so that there is more continuity.
The focus of many of our movements is the upstage left comer. Our formations
and our focus often reach in that direction. We are playing with the line of energy from
that comer to the downstage right comer, which is where we enter form in the beginning
of the piece. We continued playing with the idea of different voices coming forward, and
this line of energy.
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October 3rd

Today we ran what material we had, and then Devon and Olivia continued
working with the second piece of music. Running the choreography allowed me to really
embody it and commit it to muscle memory more so that I can think more about the
intention behind the piece and the movement. The pieces are fitting together organically,
and the formation changes flow well from one to the next. When I choreograph, I realized
that I try to choreograph very linearly. In these rehearsals, Scott choreographs less in this
way and more by piecing phrases together, and then adding to it or taking away parts of it.
I think it would be interesting to try to choreograph in this way as well. I think that it is
helpful in making the movement more organic, instead of trying to create something and
control it too much.
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October I 0th

Today we continued with what we had before, and pieced together some new
ideas. Each piece of music for this dance has a different feel, and I am starting to see the
full picture. In the first section we dance as a group, in the second Devon and Olivia
dance as a pair, and the third is fast paced with lots of jumping. We have not yet
discussed the fourth very much.
This week because of my hip flexor problems I cannot dance full out. Because I
am marking the steps I am more able to observe what the others are doing, so I used this
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rehearsal to think about the timing of the steps and the formations. Feeling each other's
energy when we dance is crucial to dance with cohesiveness.

October 17th

In this rehearsal we cleaned the first movement, and also added to the second
movement. In the second movement, the duet with Olivia and Devon ends with Devon
exiting stage and the all of us entering, resulting in a group section. At the end of this
section, we all disperse into separate comers of the stage.
At the end of rehearsal, we all worked on counting out the third piece of music.
The music is not "square", and there are phrases that end in 3 or 1 as well. We tried
counting several different ways and Scott mapped out the outline of the music. It is a very
difficult piece of music to count out, and it will be interesting to see how phrases will be
manipulated to fit with the counts.

October 24th
Today in rehearsal we began setting the fourth movement of the piece. This is the
final section of the dance. We began with a phrase that included chain es in a circle, and
then we experimented with doing the sequence in a different formation. We settled with
each of us doing the phrase in a different direction and a different order, like snowflakes
floating around the stage. Since we are all doing the same movements, just in a different
order, there is still cohesiveness.

Today, I had a meeting with Scott to discuss the piece and the aesthetic. The
costumes will be a copper bronze color with long tulle skirts, and the lighting will be
darker and patterned as the light is in a forest. The aesthetic is ethereal, as well as
spiritual. In the coming rehearsals, I plan to work on developing my own story for the
dance and embodying it.

October 31 st
Today's rehearsal was about cleaning what we already have so that we have a
solid base for the rest of the piece. We also worked on developing some sections by
expanding on the movements, creating a canon, or experimenting with formations. It was
interesting to see how much a simple formation change or timing change can alter a
phrase. At the first rehearsal, as part of our internal logic for the dance Scott set the left
upstage comer to be a point that draws our focus in, but lately we have decided to let go
of that. We played with putting our focus on different areas of the room and each other to
see what was most effective.
By watching how the changes altered our piece, Scott was able to use that as
inspiration to add a little more choreography. I felt that the phrases within our piece often
felt like sentences that, all together, express an idea. Just as each word in a sentence
builds off the last, each movement was selected so that it made sense along with the last.
As each sentence was completed, it caused another sentence to follow, then another, until
a phrase was completed.

JG
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November 7th
Today we continued working on the fourth movement, moving from the opening
to my solo section, and then back to group work. The challenge in this piece is to make
something that ties together the rest of the piece as well as creates a resolution. At this
point, we do not yet have a third section set for the piece, but Scott has described to us
the tone for it (a faster paced petite allegro) and he already has some ideas for movement
phrases, so we are able to keep creating the fourth section.
I feel that one of the challenges to creating a piece in this way (by repeating
sections over many times to find what will most effectively flow out of it) is not feeling
too one sided in my body. For example, I open the fourth movement with a series of
chaines to the right and a grande jete to the right, and after several repetitions I felt one
side of my body starting to feel overworked. I therefore tried to execute the movements
that emphasize one side of the body as more of a full body experience, and I also tried
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doing the steps on the other side while choreography was not being set on me.
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November 14th
This week we finished the fourth section and started working on the third section.
Working out the third section is different from the rest because Scott already has some
movement sequences set for us. We are on a time crunch now, and it is important to work
efficiently. Injuries are popping up in the department as we are all getting tired at this
point of the semester, so it is also vital that we listen to our bodies and catch anything that
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feels off before it turns into something worse. The studio we rehearse in is cold, and if we
are dancing through the sections I can stay warm but if we stop to set new choreography
or clean, I start to get cold again. Since I am still recovering from my hip flexor injury, I
need to keep myself warm and therefore I have little exercises that I can do during the
downtimes. In order to dance full out in these conditions, I need to be smart about my
body and when I should and shouldn't push it.

November 2 1st
We are now approaching the show, and we are cleaning as we go as well as
working on our performance qualities. The whole piece is eleven minutes long, so there is
a lot of material to cover. We are still finalizing choreography for the third movement,
and trying to work out a few other sections in the piece that are not flowing smoothly.
Even though we are at the end of the semester and we are all tired, I think we are doing
well with staying focused.
Some technical things we worked with were spacing and timing. With only five of
us we have the potential to highlight positive and negative space on the stage, so we try to
make our formations clear and precise. For timing, the third section presents some
challenges with counting the music because it is not written in a consistent meter, so we
find notes in the music to take our cues. There are also parts where one person initiates a
movement and then the rest of us follow in a call and response manner, so we must watch
each other and feel each other's movement.

November 28 th
This is our final rehearsal, so we tried to cover everything that we could in the
time that we had. We went through and cleaned the transitions, which make a big
difference in ballet technique. At the end of the piece when we are all out of breath, it
becomes even more important to bring awareness to our feet and hit all of the in between
positions. There are also suspended moments in the music, and we tried to reflect that as
much as we could in our movement.
One aspect of this piece that is challenging is the length of the piece, and keeping
up our dancing over the eleven minutes. In the fourth section the music is soft and there
are moments of stillness, so it is very evident that we are breathing heavily. In the ballet
posture we must always stay lifted, so our breath can easily become shallow and faster. I
try to keep my breath deep and breathe into my back to get the air that I need and feel
stable.
There are always things to work on and things to go over, and while we have the
time we should keep doing those things, but I think that it is important to trust in
ourselves after all the work we put into the rehearsals. The choreography is committed to
our muscle memory now, and I am excited to see how dancing on the stage will bring
new insights and discoveries.

I 'l

My experience in the dress rehearsals and shows
As my last faculty show at LMU, this week at the theater was a very memorable
time for me. Since I am used to the process of late nights and balancing studies and
rehearsals from my experiences over the last 3 years, I was able to prepare myself wisely
for the busy schedule. This year I am performing in Scott' piece as well as in Paige's
senior piece, both in the second half of the show. For the dress rehearsals, we mostly
focus on continuity and building stamina. For the last few days of rehearsal, we run the
whole piece twice in a row to build endurance.
The performances were well worth the long hours in rehearsal, and I enjoyed each
one. For me, I made this dance about embracing the four years I spent with the dance
department. So much time, energy, and emotion have been invested in the department,
and dancing on stage for my final faculty show felt like a celebration of all of that. I was
reminded of a quote I was once told- that so much effort goes into making something
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look effortless. During the rehearsals, there definitely were times where I felt exhausted
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and times that I was frustrated, but as I waited backstage on opening night, I realized that
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all that was left to do was enjoy the performances. Whatever happens would happen, and
after not only a semester of rehearsals but 3 and a half years of dancing at LMU I was not
nervous but excited for the experience.
So many thoughts came to mind as I danced in this show, but the emotion that
came to mind the most was gratitude. I have so much love for the people that I have
danced and lived beside for the past 3 and a half years. It has truly been a journey, and
the stage felt so comfortable after all the time I have spent there. I have not only danced
on that stage but have spent countless hours mopping, laying the floor, and striking it. I

2o

remember as a freshman I once stayed well past midnight with the crew striking
everything. I remember waiting backstage freshman year for my first LMU show and
looking up to the upperclassmen in my piece with awe, feeling nervous excited. I also
have so many memories of goofing off with my cast mates before curtain to calm our
nerves and raise our energy. As I danced, I looked not only to the audience but also to the
people backstage, crewing the show or warming up for their piece. I felt like I was
dancing not only for the audience but for myself, as I reflected on all that was around me.

Aileen Moran
September 23, 2011
Sr. Thesis

Summarv ofClasses
Orientation to Dance
<We built a community with our peers as we entered the dance department.
We gained knowledge about resources on campus for our needs.
We made a more comfortable environment for ourselves to grow and learn.
We gained perspective on what we will do in the next four years.
We were guided through our first semester of college.
We gained a better understanding of the dance department.
We learned about the dance community outside of school.

Fundamentals of Dance Composition I & II
We worked �ith processes of discovery, research, illumination, presentation, reflection,
and assessment.
We composed and performed dance studies.
We worked with improvisation and e xploration.
We built a con1nmnity and worked together within that community.
We learned to speak, read, and write about dance.
We integrated what we learned in class that is dance related to life outside the dance
studio.
We learned to understand how to sense, feel, and move.
We learned to find inspiration for movement from various sources.
We developed a sense of comfort developing and sharing our own choreography.
Modern
We learned head tail connection in transitions.
We learned how to incorporate floor work into our choreography.
We learned the importance of a strong core in making the movements more fluid
We learned how to use our full kinesthetic field.
Muscular development was emphasized.
Integrating emotion and physicality and letting each influence the other so the experience
is of the body, mind, and spirit.
We learned how fully integrate musicality with our body movement.
We learned how to not rely on others when making artistic decisions on timing or
movement quality.
We learned how to distribute strength between our upper and lower bodies during
movements on and off the floor.
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We learned how to smoothly incorporate dance vocabulary together- both the "tricks"
and the more traditional movements
Jazz
We learned how to widen our scapulas to allow for more space within our body
We learned how to allow breath to initiate our movement so that the movement derives
from the center and goes outward
We learned different styles of jazz, ranging from old-school to contemporary.
We learned to absorb information from different jazz teachers and embody the movement
as our own
We learned how to fully contract our body, articulating the scapula and ribs to their
fullest potential
We learned ways to maximize strength and flexibility to benefit our individual bodies and
movement
We learned how to fully use our plie to maximize power and stability when engaging in
turns, such as chaines and pirouettes.
We gained a stronger awareness of details pertaining to each style of jazz

Ballet
We learned how to tendu correctly, making sure to fully articulate through the demi-point
to the point.
We learned how to separate upper and lower half of the body, simultaneously rooting
down and pulling up in space
We learned how to widen our scapulas to allow for more space within our body
We learned how to allow breath to initiate our movement so that the movement derives
from the center and goes outward
We learned how to be exact with detail in reference to timing, positioning, and port de
bras.
We learned how to transfer weight to the standing leg, allowing the other leg to be free
for movement
We learned the importance of opposition, and the sensation of spiraling in our legs and
body.
We learned the importance of starting and finishing combinations completely, as would
be in all professional ballet classes.
We learned the importance of utilizing plie to work more safely and prevent injury, as
well as maximize range of motion in our bodies.
We learned the importance of
Pilates
We worked to understand exercises and concepts of pilates.
We developed better posture, alignment, and muscle and joint function.
We developed core strength and stability in conjunction with dance.
We learned about muscular and skeletal anatomy.
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We learned to understand our own personal training needs and how pilates will increase
performance ability and prevent injury.
We better understood the connection between breath and movement.
We gained experience and knowledge of various pilates equipment.
We learned various strengthening, stretching, and relaxation methods.
We learned how to assess our own body's needs.
We learned about movement patterns via kinetic chains.

Pointe
We gained strength on pointe.
We learned to pick up choreography in a contemporary ballet genre.
We learned to work as a group when executing the choreography.
We developed articulation of the foot when executing pointe work.
We gained a better understanding of ballet technique.
We performed a piece of choreography on pointe.
We learned about pointe shoe care and foot care to prevent injury.
We learned strengthening methods for our feet to help us with our pointe work.
Stagecraft
We became familiar with the workings of a stage.
We learned about different stage lights and lighting techniques.
We learned about how to efficiently execute the responsibilities of a stage crew.
We learned how to upkeep and clean a stage.
We learned about the creative process when staging a production.
We learned vocabulary about theater and the stage.
We gained experience setting up and taking down a stage set up.
We learned about props and the production and upkeep of them.
Laban
We engaged in physical exploration based on the LMA fundamentals of effort, shape,
and space.
We learned and practiced Bartenieff fundamental patterns of total body connectivity.
We learned to share space with others in whole groups as well as small group activities.
We analyzed and commented on performances done by ourselves or others.
We learned about our own movement styles and the capabilities of our own bodies.
We learned to comment on and analyze the capabilities and limitations of the body, both
general and specific.
We observed and wrote about concert dance using LMA and Bartenieff vocabulary.
We observed, analyzed, and discussed the movements presented by others in class.
We used the body as a tool for physical exploration of space.
We developed conceptual, theoretical, practical, and analytical understandings of space.
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Hip Hop
We learned how to incorporate moments of stillness and surprise within our movement
We explored a variety of different styles within hip-hop, including but not limited to: old
school, whacking, vogue-ing, and pop-and-locking.
We learned the importance of using timing to emphasize movements
We created and performed short phrases of our own movement, incorporating newfound
concepts
We learned how to properly engage muscles, using contractions and release for stylized
movement
We learned how important performance face and style are in achieving maximum
potential in the style of hip-hop.
We learned how to improve by assessing our own work and constructively criticizing
others
Principles of Movement
We learned principles of pilates, yoga, meditation, Franklin method, and Bartenieff
method.
We learned how to better care for our bodies.
We learned about alignment and how to identify correct and incorrect alignment, and fix
incorrect alignment.
We gained a better understanding of the functions of our bodies.
We learned about different methods to prevent injury and rehabilitate from injury.
We gained strength and better coordination of our bodies.
We learned about the physiology and anatomy of our bodies and the way that everything
is interconnected.
We learned about the various methods that have been developed for the care and well
beings of different specific areas of our bodies.

i!'
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Dance Styles and Forms
We discovered and developed multiple approaches to dance composition.
We developed further understanding of the creative process in dance making.
We cultivated a deeper understanding of music and dance relating to dance composition.
We developed our own dance aesthetic.
We investigated the solo, duet, and small group formats when creating a short
choreographic piece.
We created and presented short pieces or choreography.
We participated in creative problem solving.
We coached others in the class as well as received coaching on our own work.
We performed an expanded dynamic movement range.
We evaluated works through verbal discussion as well as written feedback.
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Principles of Teaching
We gained knowledge of the discipline of dance as identified in the state content
standards
We designed standards-based lessons and taught them to the class.
We explored evaluation tools in the assessment of leaming.
We created dance classes with a logical progression and specific purposes.
We researched and wrote about current dance education issues
We understood the promotion of inquiry and imaginative thinking as well as self
discovery and teaching dance
We learned how to lead and adapt classes according to students' strengths
We understood how technique and various themes can be integrated together in a
curriculum
Drumming for Dancers
We learned the history and culture of African Drumming
We learned the different types of drums and how their functions pertain to different social
and cultural settings
We learned various traditional African drumming sequences
We learned African folk songs
We learned proper hand placement on the djembe and how different sounds exude from
the instrument in various ways
We learned how to weave different sequences of music, collectively as a group
We performed a drumming piece as a culmination of our experiences and studies
Kinesiology
We learned how to develop an understanding of the basic structure of and function of the
human body
We learned how to develop an understanding of this knowledge to train our body, injury
prevention, and nourishment
We learned how to develop an awareness of individual potential and limitations
We learned how to demonstrate optimum proper alignment for the individual
We discussed the effects of changes in alignment with stability and balance on joints and
soft tissue structures
We understand the basic concepts of glucose metabolism
We discussed the major roles of nerves as they relate to function of the musculo-skeletal
system
We identified the major bones of the axial and appendicular of the skeleton
We explained and demonstrated how the human skeleton works
Dance History
We learned about many important historical figures and their contributions to the dance
community
We learned about the progression of dance, it's roots, how it began, from mid I 8th
century to present time.
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We learned that dance used to be for only the elite and aristocrats of the early time
We learned about many world dance genres
We learned about how the modern dance style was considered a breakthrough for its time.
We researched and wrote about an important historical figure in dance, such as Laban.
We discovered the relationships between dance and the culture of time it was developed
Ill

We learned the many functional purposes dance has, whether it be for entertainment,
exercise, or political statements.

To Dance is Human
We became able to better understand our own past, present, and possibilities for the
future.
We investigated world cultures and the stories of its people.
We learned to think with our body and mind, or the body-mind.
We learned the importance of connecting the body, mind, and spirit within ourselves.
We investigated and experienced the power of storytelling.
We developed and learned about multiple intelligences.
We developed knowledge of dance as a human phenomenon and as a culture.
We experienced being a student and a teacher to others through storytelling.
We learned to connect dance as a culture with one's own life and life story.
We developed deeper connections to our spirits and a deeper respect to our own story.
Sr. Thesis
We will learn how to conceive of a project that will bring to a culmination the four years
of undergraduates studies of dance
We will prepare a project design that will require creative work, cognitive investigation,
and some form of primary research
We will revise a project, demonstrating ongoing application of aesthetic, cognitive, and
effective knowledge and principals
We will learn to develop the capacity for reflection alongside the skills and sensibilities
that contribute to building a learning community
We will meet together, forming a community of learners
We will learn how to speak candidly and articulately, demonstrating self-respect,
patience, and a willing to listen
Yoga
We learned how to find our own centers and be more present in our bodies.
We learned how to separate outside worries or distractions from ourselves.
We learned yoga technique and how to utilize it for the well being of our bodies.
We learned about breath techniques and how to integrate it with movement.
We learned how to take the principles learned in class and relate it with our lives.

i

We learned how to relieve tension and have a better command of our bodies.
We gained better alignment of our bodies and a better understanding of how to align our
bodies correctly in our dance classes.
We gained a better understanding of the connection between the mind, body, and spirit.
Dance as Social Action
We developed a class and performance to present to middle schools in LA.
We learned how to plan a program that will benefit as many students as possible.
We gained experience in choreography, teaching, and producing.
We learned the principles of teaching dance in schools and current issues that surround
this.
We participated in discussions that helped us broaden our perspectives of teaching and
sharing dance with the community.
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Somatic 'TraininB to Promote Lon8 er 'Dance Careers

Aileen Moran
Perspectives Essay
November 27, 201 1
Dance Perspectives Essay

A long dance career is something that is sought after by dancers everywhere.
Throughout the years, innovative methods have been introduced to address and improve
the many aspects of a dancer that are tested through demanding movements and long
rehearsals. Because dance not only requires a fine tuned body but also a strong mind and
spirit, it is important to give dancers training that is inclusive of all three of these aspects.
Dance training that takes a more somatic approach towards dancers from a young age is
more beneficial to the well-being and longevity of dancers. If the most effective and
correct training is given from the beginning of a dancer's training, it will be more
effective in preventing injury and preventing bad habits or imbalances. Dancers should be
trained from an early age in a more somatic method that includes cross training work
such as yoga and Pilates, education about injury prevention and nutrition, and other
somatic practices that connects the mind and body as a whole.
The somatic approach addresses the origins of movement and the body, mind,
spirit connection. It encourages "easeful, mindful efficiency of motion which
simultaneously promotes health, balance, and achievement of one's potential."1 Because
dance is very demanding on the body, working correctly, even if it seems inefficient at
first, will ultimately yield the best results. Training young dancers in this method is
important because it will build their dance technique in a way that is safe and it will build
a sound foundation. If dancers are not trained in this way from the beginning, their habits

will have to be retrained later in their careers when injuries occur or when improvement
is hindered by incorrect placement. Sally Pitt states that "bodily changes color the whole
system, including, for example, the brain, mind, body, personality, ego, soul, and spirit,"
so being aware of this connection and training correctly is vital in the development of the
dancer as a whole. 2
The development of bad habits in a dancer can go unnoticed for long spans of
time, so a dancer training incorrectly may not notice what they are doing for years.
"Gradual buildup of tension allows the neurological system to become accustomed to its
presence. Until the tension is released in some way, we are not aware it was there,"
preventing dancers from being as efficient as they can. 3 The longer a dancer trains
incorrectly, the longer it will take to undo the bad habits that have taken root. Because
dance is a blend of both art and athletics, this tension or bad habit can be postural,
muscular, emotional, mental, or a variety of other aspects. Training that encompasses not
only the physical technique of a dancer, but is more all-inclusive, is effective in catching
bad habits before they are too deeply rooted.
Physically, training in areas such as Pilates, yoga, or the Franklin Method helps
dancers learn about the correct way to move and the most efficient way to execute
movement. "Older professional dancers often exhibit economy of motion. They have to;
it is a matter of survival. Aging bodies begin to show the effects of muscular overkill, and
dancers who use far more effort than is necessary are frequently those who leave dance at
an earlier age," proving that efforts should be taken from early on in a dancer's career to
include training in these other fields. 4 Kinesthetic awareness, and knowing how to find
balanced strength and ease of movement, is directly related to the longevity of a dancer's

career, so as Fitt states, "if young dancers could form habits of efficient action early in
their careers, their careers might last longer." 5
Pilates is a highly effective and widely used method of cross training for dancers.
It builds the strength and flexibility that is needed in dance as it promotes length and
reach rather than short, contained movements. Training the body to move correctly is
vital to a long career, and "many professional dancers . . . [say] that Pilates is a 'must' if
they are to survive the rigorous demands of performing and teaching."6 When dancing
through a rigorous schedule, it is easy to end up settling into bad habits without realizing
it or overworking certain parts of the body when fatigue sets in. Pilates helps to restore
balance and body connectivity that might be lost through a busy dance schedule. "The
true beauty of the Pilates Method lies in the fact that it can be tailor-made to fit anyone's
level of physicality," allowing the dancer to correct imbalances, build strength, and
develop flexibility in the areas that they personally need the most.7 There are so many
exercises and resistance levels that the dancer can pick and choose what type of workout
they need on any given day. Pilates "strives to restore the body to true balance, and
focuses on ease and economy of movement and on channeling one's flow of energy
through mental and physical harmony," making it a form of cross training with benefits
for the person as a whole. 8 When dancing, we do not use only one part of the body at a
time, and even the simplest of movements require intension in the whole body. "Working
the body and mind in tandem" is a foundational aspect of Pilates and it allows for "the
guidance of one's energy [to produce] quality of action integral to good health and
vitality. "9 The mind and body are integral, and building awareness of this integration is
important in well-balanced dance training.

The Alexander Technique is another method in which to train the body to move
and function in a correct, safe fashion. Frederick Alexander was the founder of this
technique, and he built his system off of the belief that the root of physical discomfort is
misuse of the body. He worked on "converting faulty 'use' into improved
coordination." 1 0 In Alexander technique, emphasis is placed on the head-neck
relationship, which is referred to in this technique as Primary Control. When the head is
placed correctly on the spine, more easeful and full movement is possible in the rest of
the body. For dancers, it is important to lessen the strain put on the body as much as
possible. Leaming the correct placement of the spine and head promotes healthy
movement in the rest of the body. In the Alexander Technique, the student is first taught
to become aware of their use of their head and neck, let go of bad habits, loosen
unnecessary tension, and re-pattern themselves to move correctly.
In addition to receiving training of the physical body, dancers should receive
education about nutrition and kinesiology. Knowing how the body is working and what it
needs to be healthy is crucial to the longevity of a dancer's career. While a young dancer
may be able to get away with missing nutrients and being unaware of their anatomy in the
short term, they will not be able to keep working this way to be successful in the long
term. Dance pts so much emphasis on body appearance, and it is not uncommon for
dancers to develop unhealthy eating habits or push their turnout or back extension to
create a desirable "line." Teaching dancers about how much and what they need to be
eating to support their rigorous dance schedule and teaching them about the internal
workings of their bodies will allow them to make wiser decisions about their bodies.
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Awareness of the integration of all parts of oneself is an important and often
overlooked aspect of dance training. "Life is an all-pervading unity of the physical,
mental, and spiritual, endowed with a special energy that vitalizes it," and each of these
elements should b� cared for and nurtured.I I In the body-mind-spirit integration, perhaps
the most abstract and difficult aspect to teach is the involvement of the spirit in dance.
Energy is prevalent in all areas of life, and "in Eastern understanding, it is [this] 'life
force' or 'vital energy' . . . that distinguishes life from death, the animate from the
inanimate."I 2 This energy is what takes dance from just a physical exercise to an art form.
In the practice of Chinese medicine, great value is placed on the energy in and around a
person. "The definition of health [in Chinese medicine] is to be in complete harmony
internally, as well as externally with nature," and therefore the health of a person is not
determined solely by their physical, visible condition. 1 3 For dancers, as well, dancing
only in the physical sense is very one-dimensional. To express humanity through the
movement and to make dance a fuller experience for the dancer, energy and its role
within us should be taken into account. The concept of "a life force or energy has
appeared in cultures around the world since ancient times," but in recent generations it is
often forgotten or not emphasized as much as it should be. 14
Practices such as yoga, meditation, and acu-pressure massage all promote
connection to and awareness of the spirit and its energy. In Chinese medical theory, acu
pressure is the practice of massaging acu-points, because "stimulation of certain points
close to the surface of the body can unblock and regulate" the energy flow. 15 Each of
these points near the surface of the skin correlate to a part of the body; for example, the
kidneys have corresponding pressure points under each big toe. In such practices as acu-

j

pressure that are based in energy flow, good health is seen as being in the hands of the
person it concerns. The idea that "your health and longevity depend . . . on how you live,
what you think, and how you feel" emphasizes the power of what is invisible within us,
such as energy and the choices we make. 16 The practice of meditation can increase the
awareness both of the inside and the outside of the body. There are many forms of
meditation, each with different intentions. Some forms of meditation focus on clearing of
the mind and opening ourselves up to the elements that surround us, and other forms
direct awareness to the chakras, or different energy centers inside the body.
For a dancer, this kind of increased awareness not only promotes the artistic
aspect of dance, but also helps them see dance in a healthier way. Dance is a very
competitive field, and if a dancer is thrown into the dance world without being ready for
it they can lose their sense of self and then lose the ability to respect themselves. Having
a strong awareness of who you are and the power you have over yourself is invaluable in
the world of dance. Being able to find your center during a whirlwind audition or being
able to harness your inner energy to find peace is something that dancers should be
encouraged to strive for from a young age. For dancers, they are often in the position to
follow what the choreographer tells them to do, or fit themselves into a role or character
that is not naturally themselves. Through practices like meditation and education about
energy centers and energy flow, a dancer can keep their center despite all that is
demanded of them.
Through a somatic training method that encompasses the body, mind, and spirit, a
dancer can be better prepared to succeed in the world of dance. While it may be difficult,
especially for very young dancers, to always emphasize all of these approaches to dance,
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there should be an awareness built from a young age that dance is more than physical
movement based on a visual picture. There are so many ways to execute a movement,
and just because something looks good it does not mean that it is the correct and most
healthy way of moving. In the same way, just because a dancer moves well physically, it
may not mean that they are sound in mind and spirit as well. Addressing the importance
of a physically stable and mindful way of dancing while keeping spiritual harmony is
something that dancers will continue to strive for no matter how experienced they are and
how many years they have spent in the business, and it is important to encourage good
habits and a fuller perspective on dance and the responsibilities of a dancer from early on
in a dancer's training. Through a more somatic approach, dance can be a more rewarding
experience that is more meaningful to the dancer and allows the dancer to grow as a
whole person.
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Co m p re h e n s ive Tea c h e r
Tra i n i ng Co u rse ( CTTC)
More than simply a program ofstudy, the BASI CITC is an enduring
foundationfor a career in Pi/ates, with graduates qualified to teach up
to advanced level students on the fell complement ofstandard
equipment.
Upon completion of the cou rse, you will be qualified to:
• Work according to the principles of Pilates a n d introduce these tenets to clients and
students
• Assess posture a n d posture types, as well as detect postural deviations
• Solve problems and provide effective exercise solutions for many physical conditions

Scholarships

• Compile comprehensive a n d safe Pilates programs, tailored to individual needs
• Use the BAS!® Block System to su ccessfu lly admin ister individual and group sessions

I n memory of a Pilates legend
and close friend

• Analyze a n d u nderstand the Pilates exercises, based on anatomical a n d
biomechanical principles
• Demonstrate at a high level the vast repertoire of classic Pilates exercises, as well as
a wide range of original BAS! exercises
• Use the full line of major Pilates apparatus, including the revolutionary Avalon
system
• Modify exercises accordi n g to the needs and goals of the individual
• Work with specific populations and be equipped to em bark on BAS! Advanced
vJ

__;

The Kathy Grant Memorial
Scholarship
Submissions for 2 0 1 2
scholarships are now closed.

Edu cation_ cou rses

www.basipilates.com/education/course/2/cttc/
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The Comprehensive Teachers Training Cou rse is taught by mem bers of the BAS! Pilates
faculty in Host studios arou nd the world. Cou rses are ongoing in m u ltiple locations
throughout the year. Find the course closest to you .
The module portion of the cou rse is generally held over a six month period and requires
approximately 500 hours of study, practice, observation and apprentice teaching.
The process of becoming a skilled teacher is highly individual and BAS! encou rages each
individual to work at h is or her own pace. The goal is to develop excellence in each and
every person, irrespective of how long it takes. Students are allowed to repeat any
element of the examination process to achieve the required BAS! Pilates standard.
All courses, no matter where they are held, are u n der the su pervision of BAS! Pilates
and conform to BAS! Pilates policies and procedures.

Cou rse Evaluation
Graduates: Please take a
moment to fill out our Cou rse
Evaluation form .

Centra l ized Test ing

'I!;;
www.basipilates.com/education/course/2/ctt.c/

Final testing of all CTTC and Mat
students is now done centrally.
Find out where and when you
2/4
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can do your test.

Prerequisites

Tuition and Fees

Qualification

Course Description
Academic Study

Twelve modules, Including lectures,
exercise a n a lysis a n d practice, a n d
discussion.
Personal Study

Required after each module, Most host
locations organize tuto rials (or informal
study sessions) with the course instructor
or assistant instructor to review a n d
discuss materi a l .

Practical Work

Practical Work consists of individual
pra ctice completed by the student. This
can include, but is not limited to,
private, semi-private and group
sessions, a s well a s mat classes. This
work should include practice on all
appa ratus and mat exercises included
in the BAS! CTTC. Please check with
the BAS! host or affiliate studio a s
m a n y i nstructors offer discounted
sessions to current BASI students. In
a d dition most host locations offer "open
studio time," during which students can
practice on their own or in groups.

Observation

Up to 1 0 0 hours at the host location or
an a ffiliate studio. (This is the
reco mmended number of hours; they
may be a djusted based upon the past
experience of the student)

Apprentice Teaching

Up to 200 hours at the host location or
an a ffiliate studio, (This is the
recom mended number of hours; they
may be a djusted based upon the past
experience of the student.)

W h a t makes this cou rse different?
The BAS! Comprehensive Teachers Tra i n i n g course is the most rigorous in the business, and a student needs to pass all of it in order to be
qual ified as a teacher by BAS!. There are no h a l f -m easu res. As t h e term comprehensive im plies, this course is NOT splintered into
individual apparatus and many levels, as some programs are; it is about the whole. BAS! believes that a teacher needs to be familiar with
it all.
GJ
-..t,

This also avoids confusion for mem bers of the public, who often have to decide between teachers; one, say, w h o has graduated from level

www.baslpilates.com/education/course/2/cttc/
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one Reform er and another who has completed a comprehensive Pilates course. They both present �hemselves as Pilates teachers and both
have certificates of completion. But, in the eyes of BAS!, there is no comparison.
A CTTC graduate has both the knowledge and the qualification to teach students of all levels on all major pieces of apparatus. We do not
give partial qualification for a partial education. It may sound severe, but it maintains the extremely h igh standard of our education and it
avoids misinterpretation. There is never any question about what a BASl-trained teacher is, or is not, qualified to teach.
There is also a financial dimension. With BAS! you know what th e cost of the cou rse is right up front; there are no additional requirements
or su pplementary costs. Compare the cost of o u r one, comprehensive cou rse with th e cu m u lative costs of all the cou rses you have to take
at other institutes to achieve a similar level of expertise. You'll be amazed at how reasonable o u r price really is.
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Com p re h e n s ive Tea c h e r
Tra i n i ng Co u rs e ( CTTC)
In-depth studies, both academic and practical, on thefull range ofPi/ates apparatus.
Graduates are qualified to teach studentsfrom beginner to advanced level on all standard
pieces ofPilates equipment. Courses are held around the world at BASI host studios and
taught by highly skilled members of the BASI educationalfaculty.
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For more in-depth information :
Details about our Comprehensive Teacher Training Course
Details about o u r Mat Work Teacher Training Courses
View Additional Course Locations
Why BAS!? Discover the BAS! Edge.

Date{s)

Sep 29, 2012 - Dec 16, 2012

Location

Los Angeles, CA, United States

www.basipilates.com/education/class/456/cttc/
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Comprehensive Teacher Training Course (CTTC) I Sep 29, 201 2 - Dec 16, 201 2 ! BASl Pilates®

��� and Yoga
Course Cost

$3,795.00

Registration

Register for all modules listed
below pertaining to this course.

enroll in fu;i course

Course Schedule
Name

Date

Time

Module 1

Sep 29, 2012

12:00 pm - 7:00 pm

View Overview

Module 3

Oct 13, 2012

12:00 pm - 7:00 pm

View Overview

Module 2

Module 4
Module 5
r••O

Module 6
Module 7

Module 8
Module 9

Module 10

!

Module 1 1

I

Module 1 2

I

Sep 30, 2012

Oct 14, 2012

----···

Oct 27, 2012

Oct 28, 2012
... -

Nov 17, 2012

Nov 18, 2012

9:00 am - 4:00 pm

9:00 am - 4:00 pm

12:00 pm - 7:00 pm
9:00 am - 4:00 pm
12:00 pm - 7:00 pm
-,.. --- ··· ·
9:00 am - 4:00 pm

Dec 01, 2012

12:00

Dec 02, 2.012

9:00

Dec 15, 2.012

12:00

Dec 16, 2012

Instructor

pm - 7=00 pm

am - 4:00 pm

pm - 7:00 pm

9:00 am - 4:00 pm

Overview

View Overview

View Overview

-------

View Overview

audit

I

I

View Overview

V_iew Overview
View Overview

audit

audit r
a udit

audit

I

· ·1

I

J

I
I

I

a 11dit

View Overview

View Overview

I

audit

View Overview

View Overview

I

Register

audit
a udlt

j JS udit
LJ

I

a udit

a udit

I

I

,

- - - - - - ·- - ·- - ·-~•-,,r-.._ _,_.._._,.,u,-., ,. , . ,.,;.u-, ca, 1-.,,<411 ::1131·1� •

Prerequisites

Tuition and Fees

• • • • • • • • • • •. •

JJ ]

Qualification

Course Description
Academic Study

Practical Work

Practical Work consists of individual
practice co mpleted by the student This
can ·1 nclude, but is not l imited to,
private, semi-private and group
sessions, a s well a s mat classes. This
work should include practice o n a l l
apparatus a n d m a t exercises included
in the BASI CTTC. Please check with
the BAS! host or affiliate studio as
many instructors offer discounted
sessions to current BAS! students. In
a ddition most host locations offer "open
studio time," during which students can
practice o n their own or in groups.

Twelve modules, including lectures,
i exercise a n a lysis and practice, a n d
discussio n ,
i Personal Study

Required a fter each module, Most host
locations org a n ize tutorials (or informal
I
'; study sessions) with the course ·i nstructor
or assistant instructor to review and
discuss materi a l .
1

Receive the BASI Pilates® Newsletter

navigation

main

education

languages

contact

calendar
account

Observation
Up to 100 hours at the host location or
an a ffiliate studio. (This is the
recommended number of hours ; they
may be a dj usted based upon the past
experience of the student)
Apprentice Teaching
Up to 200 hours at the host location or
an affi l iate studio. (This is the
recommended number of hours; they
m a y be adjusted based upon the past
experience of the student.)

Search

studio

boutique

rendezvous

privacy + terms

\"j

-i:,
www.basipilates.com/education/class/456/cttc/

about
©20 1 0 BASI Pilates, All rights reserved,
Website design b y Designsensory.
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Di rectory
ORS Pi/ates and Yoga
2234 S. Figueroa Street
Los Angeles, CA
United States
phone: 2 1 3 -749-0220
http:1/www.orspilatesyoqa.com
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Last chance to register
weekend's BAS!
workshop: Pilates for 0
Pai n Syndromes. In th!�
day . . . http ://t.co/l4NU
812 P M Mar 16 via Faceboo

D i d you get our newsle·
morning? We've includE
great wrap up of the fir
weekend of our new
ProBridge . . .
http: //t.co/roxGkout
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Pilates Classes Los Angeles
Hide Filters :
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Sort By

Neighborhoods

Distance

» Best Match
Highest Rated
Most Reviewed

� Beverly Hills

Bird's-eye View

=1 Offering a Dea!

=1 Pilates

� Hollywood

Driving (5 mi.)

=1 Trainers

� Playa Del Rey
� West Hollywood

Biking (2 mL)
Walking (1 mi.)
VVithin 4 blocks

=i Open Now ( 1 1 :16 pm)
=1 Good for Kids

... More Neighborhoods i>

1 . Spinlates
Categories: Yoga, Pilates
Neighborhood: Hollywood

Features

Category

=1 Yoga

:l Gyms

... More features ii

. More categories )>

aaaaa

41 reviews

1 555 Vine St
Los Angeles, CA 90028
(213) 373-1758

!

« Mo' Map

0 Redo search w

Borbanl

I had never taken a Pilates class before but after 2 Pilates Reformer classes, I am loving it. It's perfect for
someone like me who is finally coming off the injured list and is ready to start getting back fn shape
2. Sweat Pilates
Categories: Pilates. Gyms
Neighborhood: Culver City

QQDQt

48 rev,ews
8540 Washington Blvd
Culver Clty, CA 90232
(310) 202-0000

like it. That said, I have attended SPX pilates classes here and actually enjoyed them - most of the teachers
are pretty cool and help out with the machines if you're not sure how to use them. But really J think
3. Sumbody
Category: Pilates
Neighborhood: Santa Monica

C D DDC:

28 ceviews
1 83 1 Wilshire Blvd
Santa Monica. CA 90403
(310) 453-4442

and it's taught in the classic Pilates method, which I love. I've been taking Pi\ates classes for almost 1 0 years
so I'm pretty familiar but I'm not sure if I would recommend these classes to a beginner. There's 8 __
4. Pilates Plus By Eden Sassoon
Category: Pilates
Neighborhood: Beverty Hills

C QQ D

20 rev1ews
8421 Wllshire Blvd
Beverly Hills, CA 902i i
(310) 724-8984

! was in the Los Angeles area for 1 0 days and took 5 Pilates Plus classes in Beverly Hills, I am in my late
fifties and do little exercsie: Pilates mat once a week and I wa!k a lot But Pilates Plus is indeed INTENSE
5. Pilates Plus West Hollywood
�'· \
1
,� Categories: Pilates, Gyms, Trainers
Neighborhood: West Hollywood
:�
--

G'arderl':

M

Ads
by
Google

l'.
Q

g

i\

YY.
Q
[

Ji

CCt'iD!

25 rev,ews
8500 Melrose Ave
West Hollywood, CA 90069
(310) 358-9491

absolutely everything out of the workout. The class lacks the relaxation I sometimes get from pilates, so I
would supplementlt with a different pilates class or yoga for that, but other.vise, this is GREAT.

i

=

1 to 1 0 of109 - Results per

6. Pilates Platinum
Category: Pilates
Neighborhood: Santa Monica

aaaat

32 rev,ews
1255 2nd St
Santa Monica, CA 90403
(323) 466-0309

The pilates classes are amazing at pilates platinum! l had never done pilates before and was intimidated by
the machines. Butttwas easy to pick up by watching others in the class and with the teacher's help. This

-�-

�'.:::
ca:g;�' ,
--�00

latinum

""-"' "---�
1258 N Highlan

:�::

iews

(323) 466-0309

� yelp com/search?f1nd_desc=P1lates+Classes&f1nd_loc=Los+Angeles%2C+CA#l=p CA·Los_Ange
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BODYMODE INFORMATION
BODY MODE provides private session, group lesson, and pilates instructor
certification course-.B'OOYMOOEis the-licensed training center of STOTT
PILATES. We provide instructor certification course also in English .
English Information

Respected by fitness and health practitioners world wide, STOTT PILATES
mind-body exercises build on the essence and principles of the Joseph H.
Pilates' work by incorporating modern knowledge about the body. Its
exercises safely deliver optimal strength, flexibility and endurance without
risking injury or adding bulk. Such methods not only yield remarkable results;
like pain-free posture and longer, leaner muscles, they help you to keep
yourself in good shape, and make you feel good.
Why stott pilates

1 . Private session

1 session ¥1 0,500 / SSmin (payable by cash only)
First trial session is only 1 session fee ¥7,350 / 55min.

The rental studio has machines perfect for pilates .
Rental studio

You can use the comfortable private space to conduct your lessons.
• 4/j, 5/jlffljj, :::i -;zc;W · S

11:::i :t"ta!,;;;

Bodymode

HOl)Yl\'IODE"
MOBILE

MOBILEl"t-9't:blog�
rn�"l:l!',."t•

,w.bodymode.jp/e_info.html

�

The location is in Harajuku. It, s stylish and convenient.
Refresh your students mind and body at BODYMODE .

Course Descriptions - Level 1

1 . How to apply STOTT PILATES biomechanical princlples of core
stability, peripheral mobility, breathing and alignment to relevant
exercises
2. Breakdown of essential and intermediate level exercises
3. Variations to increase or decrease exercise intensity
4. Modifications for specific body types, postural issues and
conditions
5. Effective communication, vlsual skills, verbal cueing and imagery
for performance enhancement and client motiv_
_ at_ion
______

Provides you with the solid foundations and skills you need to develop
effective and motivating group and personal training programs. At the

I

]i

II

INTENSIVE MAT-PLUS (IMP)

I'

1s

113
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BODYMODE(R) 7 '.>' Sl;t
eno or me course you are qua11riea co oes1gn arm 1:eacn essenua1 ana
intermediate level mat work classP.s, :,,itegrating small equipment to add
variety and to meet the specific needs of your clients .
Prerequisite: knowledge of functional anatomy, completion of pre
course, or teaching experience of pilates or movement
Course Duration: 40 hours instruction and supervised teaching
Prepares you to teach a broad range of exercises, variations, and
modifications performed on the Reformer. This course teaches you how
to combine Mat and Reformer based workouts for increased variety and
intensity. Upon completion of this course you are able to further
motivate group classes and customize personal training sessions for a
range of clients .
Prerequisite: IMP or pre-course
Course Duration: 50 hours instruction and supervised teaching
INTENSIVE REFORMER REPERTOIRE (IR)

Prepares you to teach essential and intermediate level exercises on
equipment designed to complement and complete STOTT PILATESR
training. By the end of this course you will be able to fine-tune both
personal- and circuit training programs-to-meet a variety of your clients-'
conditioning goals - from post rehabilitation to athletic performance
enhancement.
Prerequisite::, IMP and I R
Course Duration: 5 0 hours instruction and supervised teaching
INTENSIVE CADILLAC, CHAIR & BARRELS (ICCB)

Course Descriptions - Level 2

1 . Review of relevant essential and intermediate level exercises
2. Application of STOTT PILATESR biomechanical principles
_
3. Essence, muscular initiation and sequencing of advanced level
exercises
--- 4. Multiple variations for:..'✓..a �iety__�-�-d intensity
.
5. Program design for highly trained clients or athletes
6. Effective cueing and motivational techniques

I
I
Ii

I

Prerequisite: IMP
Course duration: 6 hours of instruction conducted over one day
ADVANC MAT

Prerequisite: IR
Course duration: 1 8 hours instruction conducted over three days
ADVANCED REFORMER [AR]

ADVANCED CADILLAC, CHAIR & BARRELS [ACCB]

Prerequisite: ICCB
Course duration: 1 2 hours instruction conducted over two days
Injuries and Special Populations -ISP

1 . Workouts customized to address weaknesses, health conditions,
postural problems or injuries (but not to diagnose specific
injuries)
2. Anatomy and biomechanics, dysfunctions and pathologies, and
exercise modifications in the: lumbo-pelvic, cervical, upper
quadrant, shoulder, elbow, wrist, hip, knee, ankle and foot regions
3. Pregnancy, fibromyalgia and other special conditions plus
workout design
---·
· �---4. Appropriate modificatlon of Matwork, Reformer, Cadillac,
�� bility Chair and Barrel exer�.fs_e_s_ ___ __ _ _ __ _

Prereauisite: IMP or IR or ICCB or AM or fRor ACCB

2/3
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80DYMODE(R) 7 5' :ht
Course duration: 24 hours instruction over 4-6 days

Studio Address
1 50-0001
6-33-1 4 Jingu-Haitsu#SOZ Jinumae Shibuya-ku, Tokyo
Phone 03-641 9-3747
International: (+81 )3-641 9-3747
E-mail info@bodymode.jp
course [map]
BODY MODE(R) ACADEMY studio is only 1 min away. from Meiji-jingu-mae station (Chiyoda line),
and 3min. from away,Harajuku station. We hold the instructor certification courses at BODY
MODE ACADEMY studio .

Cop:yright(C.) 200.9:· B0D_YM0DE(R)A!tRights:Reserved..
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Re: course
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From: Kanako Funabashi <bodymode.kf@gmail .com>
To: agmmsunshine <agmmsunshin e@aol.com>
Subject: Re: course
Date: Sun, Apr 1 0, 201 1 7:32 am
Hello Aileen
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. Aileen Megumi Moran

----Original Message--; From: Kanako Funabashi <bodymode.kf@qmail.com>
. To: agmmsunshine <aqmmsunshine@aol.com>
Sent: Fri, Apr 8, 201 1 9:27 pm
Subject: course

rail.aol.com/35775-1 1 1 /aol-6/en-us/mai//PrintMessage.aspx
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Re: course

3/16/12

Hello Aileen
Thanks for the contact.
Well,we will be having the Mat course in summer time.
But the schedule hasn1 fixed yet.
We provide courses in Japanese basically, but in English occasionally.
Also we can arrange the course for you too.
the cost is 31 5000yen for the course,25000yen for the texts and dvds
As you have been doing pilates so long, that'll be great if you take course and get certified.
If you have any questions, please feel free to ask me.
Warm Regards
Kana

Stott Pilates Instructor Trainer

Stott Pilates I nstructor Trainer

m aiI. aol. com/35775-111 /aol-6/en-u s/maiI/PrintM essage. aspx
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Interview Notes
Interview with Kristen Smiarowski:
1) Groundswell was a performance done at sunrise and was a site specific piece.
To prepare the dancers' bodies for this, she had them do dress rehearsal at
sunrise to get their bodies practicing dancing at that hour. The dancers had
to prepare for any weather condition that might come their way. In a site
specific piece, the weather may shift according to where you are.
2) To prepare for a site specific piece, or any piece, leave ample time for warm
up. If dancing on concrete or unsprung floor, warm up feet thoroughly to
prevent tendonitis. Also, rehearse on site to become familiar with the space.
3) For emotional and mental well being, eat well to feel "well-fed and
nourished". This will take stress off of being hungry/thirsty.
4) A performance can be very high energy, so it is necessary for some dancers to
take some time to be alone to calm down. They may close their eyes and run
through the performance mentally. Dancers may also find their own ways to
warm up according to their body.
5) For preparing for long term performance seasons- pace yourself. Pace your
daily life and rehearsals, and pay attention to your energy levels. Try not to
get carried away in the "adrenaline rush" of a performance. Balance any
imbalances that occur in the body because of the choreography.

I
1·1
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Interview with Teresa Heiland:
1) Remembered a performance where the dancers looked underfed and tired.
The audience notices these things and feels uncomfortable by it because it
seems that the dancers are not taking care of themselves. It can affect the
audience's opinions of the piece.
2) In her experience, had danced where there was a temperature regulation of
71 degrees on the stage. They also mopped the floor- these small details were
part of the stage upkeep and safety of the dancers.
3) Mental care- to stay calm, recommends breathing and relaxing and taking
cues from others when dancing, and feeling the other dancers on stage.
Getting into rhythm with the cast can help. Also, dancers may go through the
choreography in their heads methodically on their own time to make it more
comfortable and to build trust and muscle memory.
4) Emotionally prepping- some go inward and have alone time, others ride the
adrenaline around them and talk with their friends.
5) Learned about Bartenieff and breath and integration of the whole body.
6) When warming up, connects spirit with the body by singing through the
warm up or using the voice in general can help. For her, doing a ballet barre
was calming and like a ritual to warm up.
7) Mind body mapping can be used to center oneself and to take care of oneself
by finding one's own structure and ways to take care of the self.
8) Wellness is not always about working more, sometimes it is about doing less.

Interview with Scott Heinzerling:
1) If the temperature is too cold, wear warmups until you go onstage, and
whenever you are not onstage.
2) Make sure you give yourself a full warm up, until you are sweating and feel
fully warmed up.
3) Performance day- 10am arrive at theatre, 11am take class, break, rehearse
ballet for about 4 hours, break, 7pm prepare for show, 7:15 warm up, and
8pm curtain.
4) Non- performance days are often set up the same way to build a
routine/endurance.
5) Leave outside issues outside the door, do not take them to
class/rehearsal/performance. Learn to keep yourself well, because your
contract may depend on it.
6) "Put yourself in the moment, in each moment of the day"
7) Stay alive in the moment, and clean out all of the outside clutter. Give your all
to that moment. Do not worry about what happens next. Practice full out
always onstage to get used to space.
8) A long day allows for nerves to be burned off and for a clear mind and
security in the routine to be formed.
9) Performance mindsets are different from the everyday- dancers can push
themselves quite far when performing.

-
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Interview with Kelley Jenkins:
1) Bruised toenails and blisters are injuries that you can't really do anything
about, but sprains or illnesses may require more care and nursing. Know
what you need to do in each situation.
2) Usually warms up by stretching and giving herself a barre. Know your own
areas that you need to put extra attention in- for her it her ankles she needs
to warm up extra. When warming up, do things to get the heart rate up as
well.
3) Mentally, deal with what is in your control, and do not stress over other
things.
4) Thinking on the spot is important, do not over stress about it.
5) The show must go on, so stay calm and look at your options.

1

Interview with Lesly Flores:
1) During the faculty show, performances and rehearsals were near finals so it
was a stressful time. Use your time wisely, and stay on top of your time
management and focus on the task at hand. Do not waste time.
2) When dealing with her knee injury, focus on the technique and correct usage,
do not throw yourself in it hastily.
3) To prepare for her performance in the spring, her and her cast mates did a
bonding prayer in a group. They did exercises to look internally and clear
their minds of clutter. This helped them focus on the story they want to tell
the audience.
4) Eat healthy to feel at your best. This also takes unnecessary worry off of
yourself when you are performing.
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Interview with Angela Bergamo:
1) When she had an ankle injury during a performance, she had to ice her ankle
and tape it. She balanced performing her best with caring for her ankle. She
balanced investment in the audience with keeping awareness in her ankle.
2) When she had to perform after an emotional family event, she used her
emotion and channeled it positively to give her drive and passion in her
dancing.
3) Has come to find her own way of warming her body up. She stretches, warms
up her core, and then her ankles, and then marks through the dance. In each
step she focuses on the task at hand.
4) Focus on performing- the audience does not know what the dance is
supposed to look like exactly, so even if you make mistakes, if you stay
invested and committed to your character, it will be ok. Small mistakes can
easily be covered if you stay invested in the moment.

Research Portion: Promoting Health in Performance

For a dancer, performing may be an achievement, a celebration, or a
competition, but !'lost would agree that performing is an art in itself. Each dancer
has their own way of preparing themselves and getting rid of nerves, as well as
handling the demands that performing presents. A performance is the chance for the
dancer to showcase the product of hours of rehearsals and hard work. It is a chance
for the dancer to reach out to the audience, and to use their dancing to put a
message out in the world. Performing requires the dancer to trust what is within
them to carry them through.
So many factors play into performing, and it is the dancer's responsibility to
stay on top of it all. Without adequate preparation and thoughtfulness, performers
can get overwhelmed by all of these factors. The famous quote about show business,
"the show must go on", reflects the necessity of performers to think on the spot and
to carry on no matter what obstacles may be in their way. In rehearsals there are
multiple chances to practice and get something just right, but on stage there is only
one chance. A live performance exists only once, and the dancer has only one shot to
present their story to that given audience. On top of this, a performance space that
the dancer must dance on can be unfamiliar, or there might be an injury or a last
minute change that requires the dancer to improvise. A dancer can choose to be
overtaken by all of these pressures, or they can choose to use them to their
advantage. This essay will explore the ways dancers can take the second option, and
stay physically and mentally healthy during performances.

Physically, dancers may face several kinds of obstacles during a performance,
whether it is inadequately sprung floors or unfavorable temperatures. Kristen
Smiarowski, a professor at Loyola Marymount University, spoke during an interview
about her experience with a site specific outdoor piece entitled Groundswell. The
dancers performed at sunrise, so not only did they have to face colder temperatures
and outdoor elements, but they had to dance very early in the day. Smiarowski
reported that she held dress rehearsal at dawn as well, so that the dancers could
practice dancing in a state as close to that of the real show as possible. At such an
early hour, bodies have different needs in regards to warming up than they would
later in the day, so it was important for the dancers to become aware of these
differences. She recommended that when preparing for a performance, dancers
should try to be aware of and practice in the different elements that their
performance will present Knowing what the strains on the body will be will allow
the dancer to warm up their bodies more effectively.
Building endurance is also important for a dancer when preparing for a
performance. Scott Heinzerling in an interview recalled his schedule of rehearsals
and performances when he danced in a professional ballet company, reporting that
the days were filled with rehearsals and classes before and during performance
seasons to condition the body and get it used to a routine. By the time the
performance days came along the dancers were already used to dancing a full day
and were well conditioned for the demands of rehearsing in the afternoon and
performing at night The busy schedule made the dancers learn to stay alive in the
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moment, remove clutter that did not apply to that moment, and burn off nervous
energy by the time they had to go onstage.
When warming up before a performance, it is important for the dancer to
stay aware of clean technique and take the time to work carefully. Especially if the
dancer has several days or weeks of performances in a row, they must make sure
that their warm ups remain full bodied and that they do not start skipping details.
Even if there are organized pre-performance warm ups, there are often many more
people participating than in an average technique class, and usually the dancers are
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warming up without a mirror. Because of these factors, dancers can more easily fall
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into dancing with less than ideal technique. If this happens over the course of the
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days or weeks, the dancer may not even realize what is happening because "senses
are calibrated so that ... feeling 'normal' is gauged by ... habitual manner of standing
or performing a movement."1 If the dancer realizes their slip in technique and
attempts to fix it right away, their correction may feel unnatural because '[they] feel
'wrong' when [they] are 'right' ... due to a miscalibration by [their] kinesthetic
sense.

11 2

Performing requires the dancer to trust in their muscle memory for the
movements so that they can focus on their performance quality when they are
onstage. When a certain movement is executed again and again in this way, the
dancer may not be completely aware of the mechanics of their movements anymore.
During performance runs, dancers must be aware of this "delicate balance between
habituation and consciousness. At times it is more beneficial to let go of
consciousness and just ... ride on a movement pathway; at other times [one needs] to
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bring an aspect of the way [one is) performing something to the foreground and
examine how [one is] approaching or performing the movement."3 Onstage, it is
more beneficial to let go and just dance, but in warm up dancers must put
awareness in the mechanics of their movements. In pressured situations, "habits
will kick in with more intensity or on a greater scale than they do in more
comfortable circumstances," so building habits of clean technique will help them
keep cleaner technique onstage.4
When performing, dancers will often put much emphasis on creating a "line"
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or "shape" that is impressive, sometimes sacrificing function to achieve these things.
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their knee down, which puts a strain on the knee. To lessen this stress, dancers can
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For example, to achieve maximum turnout, a dancer might force their rotation from

"emphasize utilizing the hip external rotators to help direct the knee over the foot
during movements such as plies, and avoid shifting the heel forward when the knee
is flexed."5 Having strong external rotators in the hips will allow the dancer to dance
with a more even turnout, which is much healthier for the longevity of the knees.
Also, "distally, tightness of the calf muscles limits the depth of the plie and can
contribute to compensatory foot pronation and resultant suboptimal knee
mechanics," so dancers should make sure that ample stretching is part of their pre
performance and post-performance regime.6 In modern dance forms, stresses may
be added to the upper body due to inversions and floor work. To keep a healthy
body and stay injury free, dancers should be aware of what stresses the given
choreography will put on their bodies and make sure that they are warming up or
stretching these areas before they perform.
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Preparing for a performance encompasses more than just warming up the
body. Proper fluids and nutrients need to be a part of a dancer's pre-performance
regime as well. In regards to fluids, "water is necessary for numerous chemical
reactions within the body, especially metabolic reactions involved in energy
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production," so dancers must ensure that they are getting enough fluids before a
performance.7 With the nerves that come with pre-performance hours a dance may
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not be focused on how much water they are consuming, but "the recommendation is
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that athletes and active individuals consume 5-7 mL/kg body weight 4 hours before
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exercise."8 When performing, dancers often dance harder then they do in rehearsals
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because of the adrenaline, and they may be losing more fluids through sweat than
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they may realize. Therefore, "because most athletes do not match fluid intake to
their sweat loss during exercise, it is essential that athletes and active individuals
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begin exercise in a well-hydrated state" to compensate for this difference.9
Sometimes dancers may have only one warm up and performance in a day,
but other times they will have multiple performances or multiple pieces they have
to dance in a day. In these cases, they must be responsible about rehydrating and
replenishing their bodies when they are not dancing. "Higher sodium levels should
be targeted when limited time is available to restore fluid balance to a hydrated
state" before the dancer must dance again.1° Drinking a sports drink or eating a salty
snack such as pretzels would provide the dancer with the needed sodium levels.
Sodium, among other benefits to the body, assists with water retention, which is
important to dancers who may not get the chance to replenish their fluids during a
performance.11
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In addition to fluids, dancers must remember to get adequate amounts of
carbohydrates before a performance. Carbohydrates " ...help maintain blood glucose
levels and help prevent premature fatigue," which are both important to dancing
efficiently.12 Each body is different, and there is no singular rule of how much and
exactly what dancers should eat before they perform. However, "muscles require
carbohydrate as a fuel source during exercise," so even if time is limited or if the
stomach is nervous it is important to ingest enough fluids and foods to sustain the
body throughout the day.13 In an interview, senior Dance major Lesly Flores stated
that she finds it helpful to take in the needed food before a show not only because of
the nutritional benefits, but because it is one less thing to worry about when
performing. Feeling dehydrated or lacking energy when performing can be a
distraction when there are already plenty of things to think about onstage. Eating
the right foods for the body allows the body to function correctly and efficiently.
Our mental and emotional well being in a performance is deeply tied to our
physical well being. "The emotional component is also integral to the overall
functioning of the whole person, and there is increasing evidence that ... thoughts
and emotions are affected by how [one moves]," as a person is an integration of the
body and mind, not a container hosting both.14 When a dancer views themself as a
whole organism rather than an assemblage of parts," then can "[navigate] through
myriad styles of dance classes and rehearsals" because they have a central, singular
base to work from.1 5 Dancing is very physical, and attending to the body's physical
needs is crucial, but just as important is the attention required to the mind's well
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being. Health-comes from the balance and care of the whole person, not just a single
facet .
One common theme that is visible in the methods that dancers use to be
mentally healthy and successful in a performance is knowing where to direct focus.
In a performance there are many factors that can be controlled, but there are also
many factors that cannot be controlled, and it is important to put energy into the
things within control and not be attached to what is not. A dancer, through being
perceptive to their bodies, can warm up in a way that is most effective for them for
their specific performance. However, what may or may not happen on stage is not
within a dancer's control, so investing focus there is not advantageous to the dancer.
Kelley Jenkins, a senior Dance minor at Loyola Marymount University, spoke in an
interview about the importance of staying calm and looking at the options available.
She spoke about how sometimes, a dancer must decide in a split second what is
within control and what is not, and focus on the former while letting go of the latter.
In an interview, Loyola Marymount professor Teresa Heiland spoke of the
importance of dancers finding the best way to mentally prep themselves and direct
their focus for a performance. Each person is different, and some find it more
effective to go inward and spend time alone while others find it more effective to
ride their adrenaline and talk with the people around them. Whether it is mentally
going through the whole performance, practicing certain steps, or simply move
through a series of movements that feel good to the body, there are many ways to
mentally prepare for a performance and it is important for each dancer to take the
time to find what that method is for themselves. Being able to take oneself to a state
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of peace and comfort is a skill that contributes strongly to the health and well being
of dancers.
Senior Dance major Angela Bergamo spoke of the importance of decision
making, as well as the importance of keeping the mind open to new options. In an
interview, she said the dancer must "focus on performing, and remember that the
audience does not know what the dance is supposed to look like. The important
thing is that you stay committed to what you are doing at the moment." In a live
performance, part of the excitement for the audience is the fact that anything can
happen. Not everything goes as planned in a live performance, and part of being a
performer is being open to change and handling whatever happens on stage.
Performers must be open to change because "if [they] focus only on trying to
be right, [they] lose sight of all the options available to [them]."16 In each moment
there are so many options available to a dancer, and if they have a clear mind
focused on the right intentions these options will present themselves. "Adaptability,
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and an ability to be open to the possibility of change" will take unnecessary stress
off of the dancer. 17 Instead of fearing change, which is bound to happen at least in a
small degree in any performance, learning to embrace that possibility of change and
seeing it as part of the excitement of performing rather than an obstacle gives the
dancer a much healthier perspective and energy.
Performing is a mind, body, and spirit experience that can be transforming
and inspiring. The adrenaline and mindset that accompanies a performance is
something that is unique in itself. Having a long performance career is something
highly sought after by dancers, and one of the crucial steps in achieving this is to
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promote health and happiness in oneself. When a dancer is performing onstage,
they are dancing as a whole human being, not as a physical entity only or an idea
only. By taking the time to care for oneself and not getting impatient and rushing
into a performance, a dancer is more likely to have a healthier, longer career.
In a performance, dancers must remember that sometimes it is about
working as hard as possible but sometimes it is about simply watching and enjoying
what is taking place around them and through them. The quality of dance that
happens in a performance is not something that can come over night; it is a
reflection of the hours, days, and years of preparation that came before it. Similarly,
a healthy performance experience is not something that can come from a singular
action; it is something that comes from the decision to care for the mind, body, and
spirit each day. This decision to promote one's full well being is something that is
present and accessible in each dancer's own hands.
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"You have Grains in your heacl You havefeet in your shoes. You can steer yourself any
direction you choose. You're on your own. 'Ana you know what you linow. 'Ana YO'U. are
the one whof[ deciae where to 30 ... " - 'Dr. Seuss

